Elimination of interference information by a new hybrid algorithm for quantitative calibration of near infrared spectra.
A new hybrid algorithm is proposed to eliminate the interference information for multivariate calibration of near-infrared (NIR) spectra that includes noise, background and systemic spectral variation irrelevant to concentration. The method consists of two parts: approximate derivative based on continuous wavelet transform (CWT) and orthogonal signal correction (OSC). After the approximate derivative calculated by CWT, OSC was performed. It was successfully applied to real complex NIR spectral data to eliminate the interference information. Correction for the interference of NIR spectra resulted in a substantial improvement in the predicted precision, and a more concise calibration model was obtained. The proposed procedure also compared favourably with several pretreatment methods, and the new method appears to provide a high-performance pretreatment tool for multivariate calibration of NIR spectra. In addition, the strategy proposed here can be applied to various other spectral data for quantitative purposes as well.